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Racing Seat Instruction Manual  
(Only For Competition) 

P/N 96002029RQP 
 

RaceQuip offers seat bases for many vehicle applications. However, this does not guarantee that every model RaceQuip 
seat will fit in a particular vehicle. Please take the necessary measurements to ensure fitment prior to installation and 
contact us with any fitment concerns.  

 
STOCK SEAT REMOVAL:  
 
Remove existing seat assembly from the vehicle - refer to your vehicle's repair manual for instructions on properly 
removing the seat and disabling any existing safety equipment. Retain the bolts that fastened the original seat to the floor 
- these will be reused when installing the seat base. If you will be using the stock seat belt and the receiver is attached to 
the stock seat, remove it and save any fasteners and other related parts for reinstallation onto the seat base.  

 
SEAT ASSEMBLY:  

 
NOTE: The diagram above shows a driver-side base assembly, facing forward. 

 
1. If you are going to use the stock seat belt, attach the stock seat belt receiver to the base using the original 

hardware. In some cases, a nut for the stock seat belt receiver bolt is necessary to reuse it (not included).  
 

2. Using the holes in the base closest to the center, the sliding tracks should be attached using an Allen bolt and 
locking nut from the hardware kit.  
 

3. When installing competition seats, attach side mounts to the sliding tracks using (x4) 8mm bolts and 10mm 
locking nuts.  Then, attach the competition seat to the side-mount brackets using the short 6mm Allen bolts. 
Leave hardware loose until final fitment.  

 
4. The finished seat assembly is now ready for a test fit. Make sure the seat has all the proper alignment and 

clearances preferred by the driver and make marks on the base assembly, if necessary. Remove the seat 
assembly and tighten down all loose hardware.  
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5. Attach the adjustment bar to each release leaver on the sliding tracks. It may be necessary to bend the bar 
slightly to properly reach each track. The handle is slightly bent downward to maximize the upward travel. Be sure 
to install the handle so that it slopes downward. Push the handle all the way down onto the levers. It may be 
necessary to lightly tap the bar with a rubber mallet in order to get it completely seated.  

 
6. Install the completed seat assembly to the floor of the vehicle using the original hardware.  

 
SITTING POSITION FOR USERS:  
 
The driver should choose a seat that fits his/her body well. When sitting in the normal driving position, the drivers are able 
to feel the support of the seat for the pelvis, shoulders, and head. Here’s our suggestion for the sitting position,  
 

1. The sight line should be below the top edge of the side head support and above the bottom edge of the side head 
support.  
 

2. The shoulders should fit between the side shoulder support of the seat.  
 

3. The pelvis should be fully supported by the side pelvis support.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Technical Support:  1-866-464-6553 
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